


Here at Schlagel Manufacturing, 
our products are Made For 
Farmers, By Farmers. 

Every stout, reliable product you’ll see in 
here has been tried and tested by nearly 3 
decades’ worth of farmers—and we’d be 
proud to have you or your customers put 
our products to the test, too. 
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My dad, Ron Schlagel, farmed for most of his life. He was always looking 
for a better way to get the job done, which is how he came up with our first 
product: The “Till-N-Plant,” a version of 
the Rapid Till and Planter Caddy we 
know now.

Over the past 30 years, we’ve grown 
our product line to include everything 
you see in this catalog. While our 
products have changed over the years, 
our dedication to ensuring they’re built 
stout (and built to last) has remained 
the same. In fact, any time we update a 
product, we make sure it’ll still retrofit to 
our older models, so you can update 
your equipment rather than purchase a 
brand-new unit. Our motto is “Made For 
Farmers, By Farmers,” and we stand by 
that daily. 

Just like in the beginning, we still design and manufacture all our equipment 
at our family-owned facility in Torrington, Wyoming. Following my dad’s lead, 
we create products that are simple, stalwart, and in it for the long haul—just 
like we are.

Bryan Schlagel

A note from  

SCHLAGEL  
MANUFACTURING  
owner Br yan Schlagel

Molly and Bryan Schlagel
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Western Region Eastern Region

HOW TO BUY
Dealers, get in touch with Tyson or Jonathan to place your order. 

Consumer orders, visit schlagel.net/dealer-locatorschlagel.net/dealer-locator to find a  
Schlagel dealer near you.

TYSON FEAGLER
307.575.2503
tyson@schlagel.net

JONATHAN SPENCE
229.977.8127
jonathan@schlagel.net
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RAPID TILL  
SYSTEM

Lightweight and low draft, the Rapid 
Till is perfect for applying fertilizer 
(dry, liquid, or anhydrous ammonia) in 
the fall or spring. 

Able to travel up to 10 m.p.h., this unit 
can cover large acreages in a short 
amount of time—and because of its 
low weight and draft, it can even be 
utilized by smaller tractors!

Excels at handling high-
residue situations with minimal 
disturbance / plugging

Using the available lift assist and 
link arms (page 5-6), you can 
connect a planter and link arms to 
complete a one-pass tilling and 
planting operation

Great for row crops in most soil types 
and conditions.  Everything on the 
machine is pin adjustable, and you  
can run depths from 2-11.”

We recommend an average of 20 HP 
per row.

STANDARD

4 Row 22 4 Row 30 4 Row 36 6 Row 22 6 Row 30 6 Row 36 6 Row 48 8 Row 22

RT-5009 RT-5010 RT-5011 RT-5006 RT-5007 RT-5008 RT-5032 RT-5002

8 Row 30 8 Row 36 8 Row 40 12 Row 20 12 Row 22 16 Row 20 16 Row 30

RT-5003 RT-5005 RT-5019 RT-5027 RT-5004 RT-5024 RT-5001

CLICK TO SEE IT  
IN ACTION
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Updated design now folds down flatter than previous versions!

FOLDING BAR

FOLDING BAR WITH PLANTER CADDY

24 ROW 30 FOLDING

RT-5022

8 Row 30 Folding

16 Row 36 Folding

8 Row 36 Folding 8 Row 40 Folding 12 Row 22 Folding 12 Row 30 Folding 12 Row 36 Folding 16 Row 20 Folding

RT-5031 RT-5013 RT-5029 RT-5012 RT-5000 RT-5014 RT-5025

RT-5023 RT-5030 RT-5017 RT-5035 RT-5021 RT-5015 RT-5020
16 Row 30-50  
(40) Folding 18 Row 30 Folding 18 Row 32 Folding 18 Row 36 Folding 24 Row 20 Folding 24 Row 22 Folding

SCHLAGEL MANUFACTURING / RAPID TILL SYSTEM



Add-On

Add-On

Connect a planter and link arms right behind your Rapid Till  
to complete a one-pass tilling and planting operation.

30” spacing* 22” spacing**
* 30” Link Arm spacing for all spacing 30” or greater
** 22” Link Arm spacing for all spacing less than 30”

RT-1009 RT-1700

PLANTER LINK ARMS

30” spacing* 22” spacing**
* 30” Link Arm spacing for all spacing 30” or greater
** 22” Link Arm spacing for all spacing less than 30”

RT-1150 RT-2150

PLANTER LIFT ASSIST

Convert your Rapid Till machine 
to a Strip Freshener in minutes!  

Why get a whole new machine 
when the one you already have 
can do the work of two? 

Our kit converts your Rapid Till 
to a Strip Freshener in less than 
5 minutes per row. Just swap out 
the knives on the shanks with this 
conversion kit, and you’re done. 

*One kit is needed per row

STRIP FRESHENER KIT*

RT-2458

Add-On
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RAPID TILL HD  
SYSTEM

The Rapid Till HD is our heavy-duty 
strip till unit for farming in tough, 
high-residue conditions. Its design 
allows trash to flow through the 
row unit components with minimal 
disturbance and minimal plugging.

Built for tough, dirty jobs in  
hard, rocky soil

Hydraulic reset (in place of the 
standard shear bolt) automatically 
resets the shank after it clears an 
obstruction, without any effort 
from the operator

It can go up to 16” deep 
and destroy compaction in 
100-year-old plowed fields. 

We recommend an average 
of 25 HP per row.

STANDARD

6 Row 38 8 Row 22 8 Row 30 12 Row 22

HD-1001 HD-1004 HD-1006 HD-1002

SCHLAGEL MANUFACTURING



Add-On

FOLDING BAR

FOLDING BAR WITH PLANTER CADDY MOUNTS

8 Row 30 Folding

12 Row 22 Folding

12 Row 22 Folding

12 Row 30 Folding

12 Row 30 Folding

16 Row 30 Folding

16 Row 30 Folding

HD-1011

HD-1009

HD-1007

HD-1010

HD-1003

HD-1005

HD-1008

Connect a planter and link arms right behind your Rapid Till HD  
to complete a one-pass tilling and planting operation.

30” spacing* 22” spacing**
* 30” Link Arm spacing for all spacing 30” or greater
** 22” Link Arm spacing for all spacing less than 30”

TP-4878 TP-4950

PLANTER LINK ARMS
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Add-On

POSI-CLOSE 
WHEELS

When using traditional rubber planter wheels in wet soil, 

the seed trench will crust and bake, or simply open back 

up. You’ll also commonly run into issues with smearing and 

extreme compaction.

Our Posi-Close Wheels prevent crusting and baking by 

leaving a soft mulch on top of the seedbed.  

And there’s no need to worry about the seed trench 

opening back up; with their patented “horizontal rod” 

design and wide ground path, our Posi-Close Wheels 

literally destroy the seed trench and virtually eliminate any 

chance of smearing or extreme compaction.

Designed to quickly attach to your John Deere, Kinze, Monosem or Great Plains planter, our 

Posi-Close Wheels aggressively destroy the seed trench, creating excellent seed-to-soil contact 

for better seedling emergence and crop stand.

Quickly convert any Case IH single-wide tire 

closing system to a dual-wheel Posi-Close 

planter wheel.

*Compatible with Case IH 800, 900 or 1200 series 
planters only.

STANDARD

CASE CONVERSION KIT FOR CASE IH PLANTERS* 

SCAN TO SEE THEM  
IN ACTION

Width-adjustable 

wheels give you  

greater ability to close 

even the most stubborn 

seed trenches

Creates excellent 

seed-to-soil contact for 

improved emergence

PW-066 NT PW-065 NT PW-193 NT

PW-293

SCHLAGEL MANUFACTURING



PEST  
CONTROL

OUR GOPHER ELIMINATOR IS THE LAST PEST-BAITING 
MACHINE YOU’LL EVER HAVE TO BUY.
It’s designed with a long forming tunnel (hard surfaced for maximum durability) to 
make bait easily accessible to vermin; a 24” diameter flat coulter for cutting through 
trash, residue, and roots; and a depth-adjustable front flat coulter and rear gauge/
drive tire.

On the hopper, there’s a built-in sight glass for easy viewing of bait, and a cast point 
on the machine’s ¾” plate shank effortlessly flows through the ground.

We’ve also ensured the bait delivery system is simply designed, so it won’t plug up 
or slow you down.

Durable, powerful, and made to withstand the horsepower of larger tractors  
(though it works fine on smaller tractors, too). Easy to attach to your 3-point hitch.

GOPHER ELIMINATOR

Single on bar Single not on bar Double on 15 ft. bar

GE-2000 GE-2100 GE-2200

SCAN TO SEE IT  
IN ACTION
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Check out the rest of our product line at  

Schlagel.net/Products

POSI-CLOSE WHEELS PG. 9

4154 Buttermilk Rd   \    Torrington, WY 82240

Volume 2


